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Abstract— In a large scale data processing corporate network
the information shared among the wide database server which
facilitates common collaboration over big data. Integration of
cloud computing along with data base in peer-to-peer
technologies loads of data can be stored efficiently and in a
descriptive manner which is very easy to access. The ultimate
aim is not only to manage scalable data and sharing but to
reduce operational costs, increase revenue. For sharing and
storing data in big data platform of hadoop we introduce
technique to track less used storage area in the Db engine. In our
proposed model the Least Used Db Server (LUDS) will be
tracked along with the storing data in racks of Db engine. The
database storage will be classified into different racks in each
system nodes. Thus by using this protocol Load Sharing Tool
(LST) we can handle efficient storage in DB engine. Moreover
the Db sub server can manage data mining effectively. LST
effectively uses the Map Join Reduce technique which not only
shares space for storage but also looks for loads in Db Server.
Index Terms—LUDS: Least Used Db Server, LST: Load
Sharing Tool, Map Join Reduce.

I. INTRODUCTION
The collaboration of corporate sectors in sharing
information facilitates their knowledge of common interest
which can effectively reduce the costs spend by them for
storing huge level of data. In any P2P technologies used
worldwide the load balancing is the main challenge over the
application of huge database. There are many applications
that help in data sharing services along with hadoop like
BestPeer++ which propose large scale data sharing and
managing system which especially handles corporate
workloads. They integrate cloud computing technology for
comprising different levels of database together.
For making goal planning, collaborative business goals
which includes planning and production in supply chain of
dealing with manufacturers and retailers they can undertake
risk solutions. Nowadays companies need additional
information among potential needs which can customize the
access control over the shared data. Data shared should not
volatile so it can be leaked to other competitors but it should
be managed without any complications by the partners or
share holders. So care should be taken every time for sharing
of data in the big data network. All the information provided
will be updated and changed dynamically with feasible
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workloads. As the users of shared data may leave or new users
can join the company so the dynamicity should be in such
level to handles all the crooks of centralized database.
Bestpeer++ forms a P2P structured layout which can
effectively designed technology for retrieving data between
organized people over the network. They can retrieve data
efficiently with high performance for processing the queries
with indexed data. In the optimized nodes there are many
tasks that explore and analyze data using Map Reduce which
is time consuming with simple queries. They form a mapping
function which sets different processing nodes which imply
unstructured nodes in a network and retrieves information in
different tables. It enhances the applications in a network
which has distribution of services under structured and
balanced tree structured network in indexed network. They
use adaptive join in processing query based analytical tree
structure which reduce size of the index and handles query
efficiently.
Access control in a distributed network have various types
of indexing and query processing that can deliver data sharing
service in cloud computing platform. They are classified into
core part and adapter. Functionalities that shares data and
platform independent are considered to be in the core part.
The infrastructure interface defines service providers in the
cloud will be contained in the adapter. They achieve
portability in cloud service environment.
We use mapping to join reduce in the schema of database
under the big data. In relational mapping we can achieve safe
recovery and guaranteed time reliability of service level
schema. Global and local schema of relational database
supports mapping in metadata which is the data inside data.
Mapping can adjoin process even when there is not adequate
information is provided. It can be rather time consuming or
needs a person to join the interface of mapping. The template
of mapping should be updated according to the changing
needs and it significantly reduces the efforts to be taken by the
Db server.
While extracting data from normal node by using schema
of mapping the loader has to be implied in the process of
extraction. The transformation of data is made directly and
crosses many challenges for sustaining its consistency of data
stored in the subsequent database system. To find solution for
data consistency the loader has to extract data prior from the
Db server and then it has to get a copy for newly inserted data
with regular interval of time. The data loaded will be again
taken a copy with newly extracted or inserted data. Thus both
copies will be compared in accordance with changes in the
data thus the changes can be updated in the database engine.
II. PROCESSING OF NODES IN BIG DATA
In a distributed domain of database the query processing
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can be fetched or processed by set of sub queries which
disintegrates the normal nodes which are in remote place
where the data involved in the query is determined by sub
query of nodes in the intermediate query. The node first
collects information about all the required data from other
nodes in the peer network. Then it evaluates the submitted
query and optimizes the additional query processing system.
The cache memory in the sufficient query entries can
rushes up the speed for searching the processed data in the
nodes of a peer network structure. They use equijoin in the
MAP Reduce concept for reducing the volume of data
transmission over the adjoin network. The user makes use of
bandwidth in the network and it is useful for processing the
query and retrieving the data. It also consumes more memory
space and tedious time consuming mapping process.
In the field of big data mainly the challenges faced will be
in the area of data mining and data warehousing. The data
stored or retrieved from the warehouse can be of scalable and
elastic in nature. Already existing techniques can be used in
scalable type of data storage. While in dealing with elastic
data the concentration will be on data split up where the user
can add some data in the warehouse. The fetching of data
should be there without any loss without concerning the split
ups.
Even the elimination of hadoop tool in big data cannot
make big difference in efficiency. May be the cost of
ownership reduced in the companies of corporate network.
They use fault tolerance mechanism for minimizing the
occurrence of fault in the database management system.
Retrieving the data may affect the data loss while integrating
the files together. When size increases the performance
degradation will be caused. To enhance the efficiency for
storage the data robustness will be implemented. This is not
meant for single application usage but used for maintaining
performance which long lasts.
The data to be stored in the DB engine in the finds place
for new arrival of data. The bootstrap in peer collects all
normal peers in a triggering shuffled data of node. The two
data flow inside any peer network the flow of data will be
online or offline data flow. The time by time extraction of data
loaded in the instance of business production. The extracted
loader data can transform data format and share them among
local a schema and global schema in the peer network
following the schema of mapping. Database hosted in the peer
structure stores the resulted database in SQL software.
The queries given to online data flow of a user processed by
query processor that performs queries fetches the data and
processing it according to the strategy of database schema.
The process of parsing query in a schema mapping they have
to imply powerful algorithm to identify the structure of a peer
network and collects the related query data. Processing of
query continues with a strategy to use query extractor with
online or offline data flow of data. It maintains and release
nodes and resources and notifies the updates to all the other
nodes involved in query processing.
III. SHARING STORAGE WITH MAP JOIN REDUCE
Important analysis of data functionalities in huge database
where the process occur in large clusters they imply cloud

computing. For handling data effectively in a large database
Map Reduce is a convenient and scalable way having good
fault tolerance which can maintain their scalability. In
relevance with parallel databases to handle complex data
analysis sets the Map Reduce in multiple data sets can
aggregate the calculations among multiple data sets. It
improvises the system using Map Join Reduce which can
extend the efficiency of processing the complex data analysis
task in huge clusters of database.
The join aggregation model extends data processing
strategy with two successive map reduce joins. The logic used
for filter for parallel processing and that pushes to the join for
aggregation in partial. The next join can combine partial
aggregation models together and obtain the final result for
Map Reduce. Advantage over joining the multiple data sets
together avoid frequency of checking and it shuffles the
results for performing bottleneck problem for Map Reduce in
current systems. The analysis of complex queries can enhance
their performance using this approach.
Map Reduce use Google files as a layer for storing input
and output data. In the distributed file system the chunk based
fault tolerance mechanism helps in partitioning data and use
data replication in implementation of Map Reduce. In Map
Reduce Hadoop uses data storage layer and data processing
layer that have block structure of files manage single master
and the tasks can have more than one reduce tasks for input of
data blocks.
When Reduce assigns a schedule for shuffling protocol all
mapped outputs can partitioned and stored in their local racks
of storage simply by referring to their intermediate results.
The intermediate results can merge records of mapped data
with shuffling using similar keys to group them together. This
process of grouping is known as external merge sort that can
apply Reduce function to intermediate values which
encounters the output that stored in the file system.

Fig.1. Load Sharing using Map join Reduce and
LUDBS.
Maps depends only on number of input blocks of data and it
does not even care about the number of nodes in the block as
they each assigned to a single task. Those tasks cannot be
simultaneously executed but their inputs breaks into number
of tiny blocks and mapped into clusters and then executed
through different number of task performance. The execution
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will be based on their behavior pattern and the task based
runtime scheduling system.
Map Reduce have no specified schedule for plan any
execution it is dynamic and its schedule scheme will be at
runtime only. Before execution the nodes generates query
plan for determining the execution uttered at runtime which
can reduce misbehaviors by detection of failures using fault
tolerance in the cluster of the tasks assigned by normal nodes.
Nodes that completes its tasks can intrude in the other block
of input and try to attain load balancing in more than one input
chunk and process faster nodes at first and then provides
lesser inputs for slower processing nodes.
Map Reduce use redundancy of idle node execution and
assigning task for finishing the tasks executed by Map and
Reduce that have no connection in between nodes. As Map
Reduce is not a database management system the next
consideration is taken for Hadoop which is having less
efficiency for less number of nodes comparing to the huge
number of nodes. Thus it is designed to manage only huge
number of nodes which concentrates more on the scalability
of nodes rather than improving its efficiency.

IV. LOAD SHARING TOOL IMPLEMENTATION IN MAP REDUCE
Map Reduce Join use different perspectives for scheduling
the runtime nodes at their block level which can create a
single data block to process data tasks. A node completing its
tasks faster can get more tasks to perform thus they might
redundantly execute on nodes without any process for
execution. The tasks for scheduling can be compared with
other tasks progresses with some simple heuristics selected
for average comparison of methods. Each node have their
own unique way of execution and have different speed and
computation power so the basic heuristics setting would not
provide any fair results. So the nodes having lesser power for
performing computational tasks can be further categorized as
inferior to other one having faster computational speed.
In any multiple user environment the size of data block
bigger than the scheduling scheme of faster or having more
capacity scheduler can work with single job. The physical
resources shares equal amount of resources on an average
time can have schedule scheme for running single job in a
cluster of nodes. In any single job running in a cluster of all
sole matter of resources in an average time the optional
indexed data can be formed in reconstruction of records
witnessed in many cases.
Scheduling of capacity shares comfortable jobs of multiple
queues can possess certain capacity for cluster of data to
execute their data. The format for storing data in each separate
file for finding the associated column of files in multiple
nodes for changing data in its order for showing better
performance in contrast to the result.
Joining the Map and Reduce functions designed for single
input process for supporting the joins which requires more
inputs into two groups. The Map Reduce can be classified into
two categories of joins compares and analysis of techniques
that explains merge in common map side join. The relation
between Side joins are sorted using partition which have keys
for Join operation that can merge into small size of mapping

relation.
Broadcasting of join used in memory of hash tables for
finding matches in table in which the relation of rows come
from rows of each keys copied from reducer in each shuffling
of Map Reduce and Join operation. The keys has equality
based operations for hash join to fix the buffering for all
records according to the given key for buffering memory in
joining the process for proposed scheme. The structured data
have separated and segregated messages for emitting message
only between the data and messages.
The attempts to join the address for solving the
performance for joining the process for map in shuffling and
moving the joins in actual joining for processing the variants
for joining the one phase for reading the actual joining in
single job. The alternate for running the Map join and reduce
the modifications for multi-way join the chains for chain as
deep tree adopts multiple shuffling scheme for assigning the
each mapped outputs for multiple joining at a time. They can
have more relations for partitioning the hash for reducer in
various positions of relations.
The same relations for copying all reducer to avoid
generation of incomplete join which results in multiple join in
total spends more communicational costs. The method for
partitioning the columns can minimize the costs for current
join in parallel to Map Reduce. Other join types can be
performed efficiently for calculating the cost model which
minimizes the time for completing its job. They propose
parallelization for comparing the common prefix in order of
frequency for utilizing all the set of items.
The data to be stored will track LUDBS which is known as
Least Used DB Server which not only helps in sharing spaces
but also looks for DB Server and use the rack of storage
efficiently. DB Server will be the head for all the storage
using Map Reduce join and the database engine further
categorizes the storage into racks. The racks are numbered
according to the nodes running and participating in the load
balancing and sharing of storage space.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we discussed the pros and cons for Map
Reduce using the basic heuristics for load balancing in the big
data. The Map Reduce applications in DB Server can use
computational tasks in block of structured data which can
schedule the data in cluster of nodes. Big data use Map Join
Reduce for storing data in racks of Db engine which can keep
track of less used data in the Db Server. The classification
done by the LUDBS technique tracks the data storage using
the protocol that stores data in the least used storage racks
which is monitored all the time. Thus this protocol ensures
efficiency and performance upgrades.
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